IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
Thoroughly wash all hookah parts with warm water
prior to use!
Hookah flask is made of glass thus require handling
with care:
do not put ice in empty flask;
firstly, fill the 1/3 of flask volume with water of
room temperature;
avid flask contact with hot water;
avoid blows and heavy stresses on the flask.
If the hookah is equipped with the illumination
module, the module shall be removed prior to water
infill or discharge as well as prior to washing. Ingress
of moisture into illumination components may
damage the module.
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Fill the cup with hookah tobacco according to the
diagram. It is recommended to use the "wettest"
tobacco to get thick smoke and prolong smoking;
Cover the cup with a foil, make 1,0 - 1,5 mm holes in
it according to the diagram. After that make sure to
stretch the foil and tightly press it down all around
cup edges;
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Fill the flask with fluid so that the shaft outlets are
immersed to a depth of 1.0 - 1.5 cm (see Fig. 1);
Assemble the hookah (see Fig. 2).

Small hole number and diameter or loose foil
considerably impair the draught;
Place the cup on live coals according to the diagram.
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ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS

CONFIGURATION

After usage for several times, it is recommended to
wash out all hookah parts with warm water, for this
purpose it is necessary to unscrew the shaft end
piece and clean out to remove all contaminating
impurity;

Cup (chillim)

Illumination module with 7 color option or blinking
mode;

Shaft assembled

The second mouthpiece for simultaneous smoking
by 2 persons;

The flask shall be washed with warm water,
dishwashing detergent and flexible brush.

Valve

Oversize cup (chillim) for tobacco;

Flask

SAFETY
MEASURES
WARNING: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart
Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate
Pregnancy.
Smoking seriously harms you and others around you.
Smokers die younger.
Buffer children against tobacco smoke.
Hookah is a source of special fire risk. Be careful with
live coals!
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Holes

Mouthpiece assembled
(hose)
Support
Illumination (option)
Coal tongs

Ceramic adapter for smoking on fruits.
Options are not part of standard delivery set

